
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MARKETING STRATEGY OF SONGS OF

INNOCENCE AN ALBUM BY U2

The Marketing Strategy of â€œSongs of Innocenceâ€•: Failure or Success? When the Irish rock band U2 released their
album â€œSongs of Innocenceâ€• on September 9.

The study also found that of those who listened to U2 music, 95 percent of them accessed at least one track
from Songs of Innocence. The lyrics liken her influence over her son to a star that died long ago but whose
light is still reaching earth. However, the group subsequently had a crisis of faith, believing the record sounded
"lopsided". Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. The relief at finally getting the album out is evident from his
worried remark that the gap between the previous No Line On The Horizon album and Songs of Innocence
five and a half years has been the longest ever gap between U2 albums. Just as the band had recorded and
released the Zooropa album while they toured Achtung Baby in the early s, the idea was to finish SOE off
while touring Songs of Innocence during  To our surprise, we found that by introducing the PYOP offer, the
album obtained higher digital sales through traditional distribution channels iTunes for example than our
empirical methods showed they would have obtained in the absence of the offer. In fact, this album release
appeared to be a last minute decision since there have been reports for some time that the band had postponed
its release until and had pushed the tour schedule back to coincide. We've made several. Also, it probably pays
to adopt innovative strategies in an age where attention is increasingly scarce. The group subsequently enlisted
Ryan Tedder , Paul Epworth , Declan Gaffney, and long-time collaborator Flood to help them complete the
album, hoping their opposing perspectives from Burton would benefit the songs. During the
five-and-a-half-year gestation period for Songs of Innocence, lead singer Bono expressed uncertainty on
several occasions that U2 could remain relevant musically after the relatively lukewarm commercial
performance of No Line on the Horizon. Bono described it as "the most personal album we've written". These
form the majority of the lyrics of Songs of Experience. The album was completed on 2 September , one week
prior to its release. This confirms the common supposition that the markets for digital and physical albums are
segmented. What hooks you? This did not significantly affect CD sales, but had a negative impact on the sales
of the digital album. And nope, we don't source our examples from our editing service! Music is a sacrament.
A lot of times, we just couldn't get them up to the top of the hill. After working many years in the music
business as a producer, engineer and musician, I decided that writing about it is just as much fun and the hours
are more regular.


